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Abstract
This research proposes a User Experience modelling method which is an early-stage
component of a research project’s vision of innovating Robotic Process Automation with
the help of Knowledge Graphs and Natural Language Processing. The core idea is to
integrate, in RDF graphs, a representation of the user experience and contextual
information about the organization and relevant data sources for that experience. Existing
RPA tools use workflow repositories that employ XML-based descriptions for both
processes and UI elements. They also provide built-in workflow designers that are not
tailored for design-time analysis (e.g., model queries, reporting, reasoning) but instead are
just raising the abstraction level of traditional scripting – from writing code to visually
connecting pre-programmed pieces of functionality. The proposal detailed in this paper
makes use of Domain-Specific Modeling Language engineering to repurpose an open
source BPMN implementation for describing User Experience. We rely on a metamodeling
platform to ensure that the resulting diagrams are also machine-readable and take advantage
of an existing plug-in to make them available as RDF graphs that can be used by other
components of an automation architecture. The paper focuses on the modelling method and
tool as one of the early steps of the project’s vision.
Keywords: Domain-Specific Modeling, User Experience Modeling, Robotic Process
Automation, RDF

1.

Introduction

The problem of scripting and/or training a computer to do tasks on behalf of a human user
has been a goal since the early prototyping of the first computing machines [14] – we refer
to such artifacts as bots. Robotic Process Automation (RPA) aims to record User Interface
(UI) flows in a visual way that abstracts away written source code, potentially enabling a
form of “citizen development” that requires no formal coding skill but does exploit some
level of process knowledge and basic computational thinking. Such flows are stored and
interpreted by an engine at execution time to eliminate human-computer interaction [1],
replacing it with human-bot-computer interaction.
This paper is motivated by the vision of an EU-funded research project experimenting
with a different approach than the typical RPA products – primarily in terms of how UI
flows can be queried on a granular level together with their semantic context. We aim to
use RDF graphs to store recorded usage flows together with links to UI elements and their
required data (the typical tools e.g., UiPath, rely on XML serializations for this). The
graphs are created via a domain-specific modeling tool for User Experience. We use the
BEE-UP tool [4] which already has a Business Process Model and Notation (BPMN) open-
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source implementation and we tailor it to achieve the specificity needed to describe User
Experience in terms of both process and UI elements. ADOxx [2] is the metamodeling
platform of choice for repurposing BPMN as a UX flow language and GraphDB [7] is used
to store the diagrams as graphs, using a plug-in made available by previous projects [13].
In the long-term vision of the project, this tool should serve in several roles:
 to visualize routines of recorded User Experience or to manually represent
“think-aloud” protocols where user interaction steps alternate with cognition steps
(where users need to see or make a cognitive effort to identify some UI elements);
 to parameterize the models with entities recognized by an NLP engine (from text
based natural language commands to trigger a process) and a Computer Vision
engine (to identify UI elements that humans identify by visual cognition);
 to expose the parameterized flows to an execution engine.
Currently none of these engines are available, therefore the scope of this paper is
limited to the modelling tool contextualized by the project’s vision. The tool is also
accompanied by a Java REST API to allow for interacting with the RDF process repository.
The paper is structured as follows: Section 2 references some related works. Section 3
indicates the engineering methodology. Section 4 provides technical and design details,
presenting the prototype’s major capabilities before formulating conclusions and future
work directions.

2.

Background and Related Works

In Conceptual Modelling, we aim to understand a system by abstracting away complex
details while retaining properties and concepts that are strictly necessary to enable analysis
about that system - therefore modelling supports externalization of knowledge [11].
However, in the age of intelligent process automation this externalization should have a
dual meaning – producing both knowledge made available to human stakeholders and
knowledge for knowledge-intensive bots/execution engines, as part of a paradigm recently
labelled “Hybrid Intelligence” [6] - a key ingredient of the project’s vision.
A specialized use case of modelling that gave birth to Robotic Process Automation
(RPA) has recently started to attract the attention of researchers. The iterative
process/workflow design step which goes hand in hand with modeling is stressed by
authors of [3], as a prerequisite to efficient RPA implementation. In their article, BPMN is
evaluated as a standardized modeling language to assist in selecting processes to automate.
Lack of research literature in the domain is highlighted by [16]. Authors of [8] pinpoint
RPA use cases for academia while raising the problem of Web pages structure
inconsistency breaking rigid bot functioning.
With our proposal of a diagrammatic tool that will be a bridge a process
recording/discovery layer and a semantic process storage, while supporting
human-oriented analysis with Conceptual Modeling means (model queries, reporting), we
hope to achieve a reframing of RPA in the Hybrid Intelligence paradigm.

3.

Engineering Method

Since our research is driven by building a software solution and innovating iteratively
around it, we have adopted the Design Science Research methodology. The designed
artifact [9] for the scope of this paper consists of a modelling method deployed as a
domain-specific modelling tool with some interoperability capabilities to interact with
future components of the project. Due to the specific nature of the artifact, we have adopted
the framework of Agile Modeling Method Engineering (AMME) [12] which facilitates
agile evolution of a modelling tool in response to evolving requirements from the context
where the tool needs to run. This engineering method has been validated in EU research
projects of high complexity, somewhat related to the current project but focusing there on
mobile app chaining and app requirements traceability, see [5].
We used the BPMN standard as a base for our RPA workflow sub-language and added
the necessary concepts that target RPA’s domain specificity, with semantics enriched on
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dynamical notation level. The existing open source BPMN implementation available in
BEE-UP [4] was thus a starting point on which semantic, syntactic, notational and
functional extensions are being built iteratively until sufficiently rich semantics will allow
the tool to interact with other components developed in the project. Until those components
are also testable, a reference baseline of “competency questions” (following the tradition
of ontology engineering) was adopted, aiming to satisfy some basic semantic queries over
the models, such as:
 What cognition step follows a particular user input? (Or vice versa)
 What are the possible UI elements that can be clicked after interacting with a
particular element?
 What is a sequence of UI actions that should always be performed in the same
order?
 Generate (via RDF’s SPARQL reasoning capabilities) a sequence of UI actions
that would be required to reach from screen A to screen B (according to a UI map)
A metamodel of sufficient richness to support running such SPARQL queries, over the
result of the diagram-to-RDF converter discussed in [13], was designed and implemented
as an ADOxx-based modeling tool, with a REST API around the process repository.

4.

The Proposed Artifact

During the design phase, we clearly divided two “subdomains” to be abstracted by the
metamodel: an RPA process and a UI map. The RPA process holds process knowledge in
terms that are more specific (to the UX domain) than what BPMN offers. The UI map uses
an ontology of UI components based on analysis of established enterprise software: CRMs,
ERPs - for now limited to the company leading the project but further extensible due to the
adoption of the AMME methodology. Therefore, model analysis can be approached either
from the process side (e.g., generating a rudimentary UI map or matching process steps to
an existing one), or from the UI map side (e.g., generating a rudimentary UX process or
matching UI elements to an existing one).
On the process side, we distinguish between two types of sequence flow relationships:
strong sequence on atomic level, where UI steps should follow one after the other in a
prescriptive manner (e.g., password after username in a login screen) and weak sequence
where UI complex actions may be followed by one or another of a limited set of actions.
This allows us to open possibilities for a declarative process modeling approach, or rather
a hybrid that combines procedural modeling (using the strong sequencing) with declarative
(using the weak sequencing that can be decoupled to recompose a different process trace
from procedural blocks).
4.1.

Metamodel

We have extended BPMN and its implementation of BEE-UP, keeping a task-focused
taxonomy as shown in Fig. 1 with nodes and relationships bearing the following meaning:
 softNext/hardNext are the two types of sequence flows, indicating the process parts
that are detachable and can be recomposed in a declarative process approach;
 actsUpon connects a UI action to the UI element it acts upon. This includes the
cognition steps (“See”) connecting to the UI element for which awareness must be
established prior to further advancing; we already mentioned that cognition steps
are intended to facilitate the future integration of Computer Vision tasks along a
flow execution, therefore the “See”-ing action is a placeholder for that, or a way to
capture cognition steps during think-aloud task performance;
 requiresInput/requiresApp depict requirements in terms of data or running
application that condition the execution of a flow step;
 sets/informs depict UI elements that set or read state data (in the sense of React
framework’s notion of “state”, i.e. making data available between UI components);
 transitionsTo/opens/closes depict UI map relationships where a UI element
triggers a transition to a different screen, the closing or opening of a UI element;
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the natural visual aggregation of simple UI elements in aggregated ones (e.g., grids,
screens) is captured intuitively by container boxes color-coded according to a
taxonomy of UI elements derived from the analyzed system (still subject to
evolution since only a few ERP/CRM systems have been analyzed up to this point);
similarly, the workflow steps aggregation is described in a manner similar to
BPMN’s embedded subprocesses, with the additional goal of collecting a catalog
of UX micropatterns (e.g., the login procedure) that can be composed together
(hence the softNext sequence flow) in more complex workflows;
besides the UI elements, some generic resource types can be attached to the UI
steps: software needed to be accessed, data sources, data entities, properties of data
entities (as part of rudimentary ER models covering only the basic JSON data
structures; data entities are not intended for the full ER modeling, but rather to
provide anchors to data sources, arrays or properties exposed by various
interfaces).

Fig. 1. Current snapshot of the iterative metamodel

4.2.

Running Example

Fig. 2 depicts an example extracted from a real case of using a project management system
of the company running the project. In the RPA flow side (left side of the figure) two
aggregate activities are depicted, with the softNext arrow connecting them loosely (i.e.,
they can be detached) and the hardNext arrow used in their embedded strongly prescribed
flows (e.g., Log in, accessing a screen via a menu, accessing a grid). Labels such as Get to
@Projects, Get to @projectName indicate parameters to be filled by an external NLP
engine, pointing to what menu to access, which screen etc. based on the entity of interest
– here, a particular project with a particular name which should be recognized by a
BERT-based Named Entity Recognition component on the NLP side, which is custom
trained on an on-premise machine learning infrastructure.
Data inputs can be seen on the left side – here only the simple parameter available to
the workflow data context but they can be any typical JSON data structure, local or remote
file. The right side depicts the UI map with color coded UI elements and some data objects
treated similarly to React “states”, as data microcontexts that need to be maintained
between different screens of the same app. Instead of being connected directly to process
tasks as in BPMN, such data states are set and consumed by UI elements.
An example of SPARQL query that, from the competency questions listed in Section
3, satisfies What is a sequence of UI actions that should always be performed in the same
order? could be SELECT ?step2 {?step1 a :Action; :hardNext* ?step2. ?step2 a :Action}
or more refined queries taking advantage of Path Searching queries offered by GraphDB.
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Fig. 2. Excerpt from the "Add New Role" workflow

5.

Conclusions

The project’s vision revolves around a repository of UI mini-flow patterns that can be
parameterized at run-time and composed based on intent detected from end-user’s natural
language commands captured by a conversational interface. Computer vision will be
involved to try to achieve a full front-end RPA approach (whereas established RPA more
often than not relies on back-end calls even though it’s advertised primarily as front-end
automation). Deep Learning has rapidly advanced and now provides pre-trained models
ready to learn and detect domain-specific instances – [10, 15, 18] highlight such tendency
to implement ML for cooperation with human and unstructured data recognition. Future
work will focus on developing the NLP, computer vision and flow execution engine, as
well as to evolve the modelling tool with any additional semantics imposed by the
interaction with those engines. As per [17] none of the RPA engines available on the market
provide a form of Automated Reasoning, which is enabled by our tool through the
management of diagrammatic models on an RDF graph repository, able to satisfy the
competency questions formulated in section 3 via basic semantic graph queries.
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